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wells vocals are instantly recognisable by his unique and emotive vocal style. a talented producer and songwriter, greg wells has already worked with superstars such as adele, katy perry, onerepublic, mika and twenty one pilots. he is also a grammy nominated mixing engineer, producer,
songwriter and multi-instrumentalist. for gregs signature vocals, he has created the voicecentric voice processing plug-in, a powerful vocal mastering tool for any vocalist. with the voicecentric plug-in, you can apply his signature "v-stages" for a more professional vocal. your vocals will sound
more powerful and full of character, thanks to the vocal characteristics of the v-stages that have been specially designed by greg himself. simply adjust the v-stages settings as needed to achieve the best quality and character for your vocals. the voicecentric plug-in was specifically designed
to create the same distinctive greg vocal sound for all vocals. the plug-in features a unique processing chain including v-stages for a more professional vocal sound. simply adjust the v-stages settings as needed to achieve the best quality and character for your vocals. gregs signature vocal

sound has been carefully crafted to provide musicians a superior vocal plug-in. the v-stages provide a unique look at the dynamic layers of your vocal and will give you a completely new perspective on how your vocals can sound. and the plug-ins unique design and flexible user interface
enables you to achieve the best possible results for your vocals. the greg wells voicecentric is a vocal mastering plug-in that gives you a quick and easy way to get a professional vocal sound. the plug-in features a unique processing chain, designed by greg himself, to provide vocalists with a

professional vocal sound. the plug-ins unique design and flexible user interface enables you to achieve the best possible results for your vocals.
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butch vig on being the waves butch vig vocals editor. in this free video tutorial, paul drew demonstrates the fantastic waves eddie kramer vocal plug-in on a lead vocal.. free plug-ins free pro tools plug-ins free au and vst plug-ins free synth plug-ins free logic pro plug-ins. 4 plug-ins that can
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